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Hallucinations and how they impact on the evidence for miracles
MAIN POINTS: Nature makes hallucinations and you test with nature to discover them. If there is a paranormal or
supernatural it can make hallucinations too. For that there is no test. A hallucination can teach you truth and still be a
hallucination. Science needs you to use the natural as the way to get to truth so science rejects the possibility of any
hallucination but natural. Religion should be a matter of opinion and thus encourage you to think you have a god or genie
in your fridge if you want to think there is. If you want to stay sane and honest then be scientific only.
Miracles are events like magic. Religion says God does them. God makes all things out of nothing so he can do them.
Making things out of nothing is a miracle.
When a person makes a strange magical report you may suspect hallucination. You need absolute proof before you can
accuse a person of having hallucinated. That is a person’s sanity and reliability you are questioning. If you suspect a
miracle then you need far more proof. Why? Because hallucinations happen more easily than miracles and can be identified
more handily than miracles do or can. You need to believe in the stability of natural law to believe in hallucinations but
miracles are different for they deny the stability and you need stronger evidence for them. Therefore belief in hallucinations
and accepting nature is not inconsistent with opposition to belief in miracles.
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If we can believe that the things and laws around us are there though it could be that we are hallucinating then some say
“that we can still believe in them if we admit miracles for miracles like hallucinations change the course nature usually
takes from our perspective.”

Nature can tell us when a hallucination has taken place but this does not mean it can tell us when a miracle has happened
enabling us to trust nature the rest of the time. Therefore believers in miracles should not be insisting that when we believe
in nature despite the fact we could be hallucinating miracles do not deaden our faith in nature either for both hallucinations
and miracles affect how we see natural law.

Religion says we might be hallucinating and not know it and that does not mean that we mistrust the laws of nature. It says
that in a similar way belief in miracles does not encourage us to mistrust nature.

If miracles deny that natural law is fixed and reliable then they deny that there is evidence for anything. Believers want to
hold that a miracle does not refute all evidence for natural law still exists and it tells us that a miracle has happened. But the
problem is that nature can never ever prove a miracle has happened and to say it does is to say you know every single law
of the universe. So belief in hallucinations not undermining belief in nature does not mean that belief in miracles does not
do that either.
Religion says, "You can’t say that all visions are lies or hallucinations. You would need to get evidence against all of them
to be able to say that. It would be very arrogant and biased."
It is not arrogant or biased to say they might be lies or hallucinations. Even if there is evidence they are not and that some
of them are real miracles, there will always be a part of the believer that is sceptical.
Religion talks about God putting thoughts in your head when he gives you inspiration and guidance. He does that all the
time anyway so how do we know which thoughts are right or wrong? You need the thoughts put in to perceive a miracle. It
is religion not us that gets close to saying all who witness to miracles have been manipulated and have hallucinated that the
perception of miracles they get is their own perception.
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